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motion unlimited

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Motor Racing Games
Flight Simulation Games
Motion Rides Games
Flight Simulation Games
Casual Games
Real Fantasy Games
Network Gaming
Industry & Real Time Presentation

Service & Support

X6 PRICE LIST 2015

GAMES

Superceding and invalidating all previously issued price lists

Motor Racing
Flight Simulation
Motion Rides
Roller Coaster
Off Road Driving
Traffic School
3D/5D Rides
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Erdingerstraße 8, D-85652 Landsham, Germany
Tel: +49 (89) 925 83 89 4
Fax: +49 (89) 200 495 49
www.vrproject.com
info@vrproject.com
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Copyright ©2015 VR Project
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3D Products
Selling & Leasing
After Sales Support
Development & Production
Cross Media Programming
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Check out our Website: www.X6-SIMULATOR.com
LIKE us on FACEBOOK!
www.facebook.com/X6Simulator
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Six Degrees of Freedom (6 D.O.F.)

roll / pitch / yaw / heave / lateral / longitudinal
The X6 simulator is fabricated from aluminum and fitted with hard-wearing components for long durations of maintenancefree operation. A variety of controllers can be quickly and easily exchanged. With the machine itself weighing only 130 kg, it is
capable of carrying persons weighing up to 150 kg. The X6-CRS is intended for heavier loads. The ultimate 6-Axis Simulator.
An authentic driving experience, it feels just like a real vehicle with stunningly realistic movements. You will be amazed when
you sense the full movement of every driving maneuver. Tested by professionals. Never steered a motion simulator before?
This one offers total realism. The blue LED lighting lends the X6 a special atmosphere during the simulation. In single or twinpack: because it requires only a small amount floor space, two or more drivers can compete with one another on the network.

Ready for all simulation games
The simulation software profits from the latest technology and advanced developments of the physics. With actual values for
physical attributes, your experience on the X6 simulator is just like on a real Formula 1 circuit. It is unbelievably realistic. The
graphics set a spectacular visual benchmark, contributing further to the realism. Programming of custom simulation
software, casual games, motion rides, “personalized” sections of scenery from aerial photography.

Computer Systems
High-end technology of industrial quality is built into the X6 chassis. We also incorporate high-end PC/Shuttle systems
(operating system English), which are custom-produced with high-performance graphic cards for continuous service.

Interface

A personal profile can be defined for the interface of each vehicle type of aircraft model containing the acceleration factors
for beginners, amateurs and professionals, to simulate an even more realistic ride.

Controllers

A variety of top range controllers are employed for the simulations e.g. Logitech G27 for racing simulations and products from
Saitek for flight simulations.

Seats

In most cases we install seats by RECARO in our simulators, but can alternatively include actual automobile seats (car
feeling) with forward/ back adjustment rails.

Features







Bass pump shaker and active speakers with built-in amplifier
5.1 sound system with built-in speakers
Adjustable steering wheel & foot rest
LED or RGB lighting
Various colors
3D Simulation

Video output





60” 2D/3D designer rack with TV lift
55“ 3D Full HD LED-TV
Screen and projector
Touch screen (digital)

Services









The X6 is approved by TÜV (technical safety inspection) and is “Made in Germany”
Our simulators are delivered “ready to start”
Mobile or “fixed base” (network gaming)
EC declaration of conformity
Operating instructions
Checklist for before events
Worldwide support

X6-CRS (control regulate system)








automatic regulation
feedback control system
precise positional determination
motion cueing / wash-out-filter
elevator effect (e.g. for the helicopter simulation)
simulation motion & controlling technology
automatic adjustment for the weight of the person currently seated

Maintenance free

Guaranteed to be a magnet for the public

Higher utilization and profits

Fun? Hightech? Inside!
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long time fun
simple to operate
for network gaming
high quality German industrial products
adjustable, for children and adults
industrial air pneumatic cylinders (muscles) for better movements
Recaro seat or flight seat
industrial air compressor
Maintenance free
German TÜV-certified
SIMULATOR - DESIGN / TYPE
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

DESCRIPTION

X6 Motor Racing Simulator

X6 Simulator incl. Recaro Seat; G27 Logitech controller; motor racing
software LFS (LiveForSpeed); NOT including 8bar oil-free compressor
and without blue LED

for Formula 1, DTM and Rally

(Version 2) - retrofittable for all games and controller

X6 Motor Racing Simulator
for Formula 1, DTM and Rally

X6 Simulator incl. Recaro Seat; G27 Logitech controller; motor racing
software LFS (LiveForSpeed) with blue floor LED; NOT including 8bar
oil-free compressor
(Version 2) - retrofittable for all games and controller

X6 Roller Coaster Simulator
for rollercoaster, motion rides,
real fantasy simulation

X6 Flight Simulator
for Glider, Cessna, Boeing,
Airbus, Jetfighter

X6 Flight Simulator
for Helicopter

X6 Simulator incl. Recaro Seat; G27 Logitech controller; roller coaster
software NoLimits with blue floor LED and roller coaster clamp; NOT
including 8bar oil-free compressor
(Version 2) - retrofittable for all games and controller

X6 Simulator incl. Recaro Seat; flight controller set (Saitek), software XPlane with blue floor LED; NOT including 8bar oil-free compressor
(Version 2) - retrofittable for all games and controller

X6 Simulator incl. Recaro Seat; flight controller set with collective,
cyclic, rudder pedals (Flight Link); software X-Plane with blue floor LED;
NOT including 8bar oil-free compressor
(Version 2) - retrofittable for all games and controller

PRICE PER UNIT
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SIMULATOR - DESIGN / TYPE
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

X6-CRS
with control regulate system
optimal solution for Flight
Simulation, Industry

DESCRIPTION








PRICE PER UNIT

X6 automatic regulation
feedback control system
precise positional determination
motion cueing / wash-out-filter
elevator effect (e.g. for the helicopter simulation)
simulation motion & controlling technology
automatic adjustment for the weight of the person currently seated

(Version 3) - retrofittable for all games and controller

X6-3
Flight Simulator
High Tec Motion Simulator incl.
motion Cueing/wash out filter

X6-Z
Traffic School Simulator
for traffic schools and training

X6 Simulator incl. control regulate system
optional with projection surface and beamer
(Version 1)

X6 Simulator incl. Recaro Seat; G27 Logitech controller (wheel, pedals,
gear-shift; traffic school software (optional with special vehicles
software), projection surface; projector with stand; warping software;
including 8bar oil-free compressor
(Version 2) - retrofittable for all games and controller

SIMULATOR - PACKAGE - http://x6-simulator.com/en/basics/packages/
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

DESCRIPTION










3D Package with 55” Display
3D Package with 180° field of view
Coin Box Package or Card-Reader-System
Fixed Base – Network Gaming in a FEC
Flight Simulation with HMD and Tracking
System – Real and/or VR View
Helicopter Simulation with HMD and Tracking
System – Real and/or VR View
Traffic School Simulation with 180° field of
view
Theme World – Personal Ride in an Art-World
Simulator
Motion Ride with Player – to make motion
rides yourself

PRICE PER UNIT
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SIMULATOR - Add Ons - In Touch With The Future
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

3D CURVED SCREEN
160” driving view system
for 3D Simulation & 2D

3D DISPLAY
55” LED TV
for 3D Simulation & 2D

Glasses-free 3D displays
Auto-stereoscopic display
technology (22” to 65”)

DISPLAY STAND
colored silver

PROJECTOR
all sizes

PROJECTOR STAND
colored silver

Oil free compressors
small portable system
Silent Air Box

OIL FREE COMPRESSOR
big portable system

FIXED BASE STATION
Compressor Installations
System for all simulators

DESCRIPTION
Functional presentation with 160-degree display. An adjustable curved
display that is suited for most types of vehicles smaller than trucks is set
up in front of the vehicle. Two projectors that deliver full HD resolution
provide an impressive picture over the entire screen. The Comfort
version includes a projection screen, which is adjusted to the desired
size using remote controlled electric motors, PC and sound system.
3D Display with 2 Shutter Glasses
optimal with our special display stands for events or fixed bases
(Optimized for our 3D simulation games included license and driver
We produce also Designer Rack`s with TV-lift for different displays 2D/3D
3D DISPLAY STAND optimized for 3D displays

3D Display without Shutter Glasses
(Optimized for our 3D simulation games with driver)
We produce also Designer Rack`s with TV-lift for different displays 2D/3D

Display Stand for LED-TV / TFT / Plasma
(transportable with heavy duty castors)

2D & 3D Projector (Beamer)

Projector (Beamer) Stand for LED-TV / TFT / Plasma

Air compressor 8bar (63dB) 220l/ maintenance free
optimal for Events and Exhibition, 1 mobile compressor per simulator
mobile air station (transportable with heavy duty castors)
optional or available Silent Air Box per X6 / opt. one compressor for two simulators

Air compressor for 2-8 X6 Simulators
mobile or fixed base station - 1 Compressor for all simulators
mobile air station, optimal for network gaming partys

Fixed base Kaeser compressed air station
optimal for Entertainment Center

PRICE PER UNIT
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SIMULATOR - Add Ons - In Touch With The Future
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

3D DISPLAY STAND
for 55”/60” 3D Display stands

WHEEL HOLDER

DESCRIPTION
Color: Silver or desired colour RAL, Height 180cm, width 110cm, depth
100 cm, weight 40kg with capacity up to 50" display and holder for Fixed
Installation; Inside illuminated with RGB LED color or blue, cable
installation inside; Front screen milky acrylic glass; by sight between
the sides with cutout
Motor Race Simulation Holder
Modified for Logitech G27 with adapter plate

Adjustable Wheel holder

optimal for cables included the adapter plate and distance holder
wheel holder plate goes up/down & forward/backward

CONTROLLER SET
for Helicopter Simulation

Flight Simulation Controller Set
Modified collective, cyclic, rudder pedals and with adapter plate

CONTROLLER SET

Flight Simulation Controller Set
Modified flight yoke and rudder pedals with adapter plate

for Cessna

CONTROLLER SET
for Boeing, Airbus, Jetfighter

CONTROLLER SET
for Motor Racing

optimal for cables are the adapter plate and distance holder

Flight Simulation Controller Set
Modified flight Stick and yoke and rudder pedals with adapter plate
optimal for cables are the adapter plate and distance holder

Motor Race Simulation Controller Set
Modified wheel and pedals (gear shift plate are extra) with adapter plate
optimal for cables are the adapter plate and distance holder

DISTANCE HOLDER

Optimal for all cable and to fixed the adapter plate

for all Controller Sets

available in different versions

ROLLER COASTER CLAMP

Roller Coaster and Motion Ride Clamp

for Motion Rides and
Roller Coaster

BASS PUMP SHAKER
Bass Pump Vibrations Kit

optimal for cables and with adapter plate and distance holder

Bass Shaker with active booster
for aviation, driving, off road, motion ride`s with rumble effects
feel the sound from every simulation in your body

PRICE PER UNIT
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SIMULATOR - Software in 2D - more games on request
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

DESCRIPTION

DiRT COLIN MCRAE

A top-class off road racing simulation. Experience the classic rally event
in a buggy or a truck. Mountain races at Pikes Peak and knockout
competitions with Crossover are guaranteed to get the adrenalin
pumping.

motor racing
off road simulation

PRICE PER UNIT

Publisher: Codemasters

GT LEGENDS
motor racing classic simulation

Drive one of the classic sports cars of the 60s and 70s e.g. with a Ford
Mustang or an AC Cobra. True in their detail, various reproduction
racing circuits are available for selection, such as the Nuremburg Ring
and the Hockenheim.
Publisher: SimBin

GTR 2
motor racing simulation

LIVE FOR SPEED
motor racing simulation

Superlative drive characteristics distinguish GTR 2, which is the official
simulation of the FIA GT racing series.
Publisher: SimBin

This exceedingly comprehensive game focuses on reality and offers
vehicles ranging from street cars to high-performance speedsters as
well as a variety of circuits (formula one, city, etc.)
Publisher: LiveForSpeed.net

RACE 07
motor racing simulation

-

update for OCULUS RIFT coming soon

The Official WTCC Game features the full FIA WTCC season of 2007
including all cars and tracks, as well as several new support classes
and tracks from all over the world.
Publisher: SimBin

RICHARD BURNS RALLYE
motor racing simulation

A top-class off rallye simulation. Experience the real rally event. Tactic,
intelligence and endurance but also velocity, aggressivity and risk is are
guaranteed to get the adrenalin pumping.
Publisher: Codemasters
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SIMULATOR - Software in 2D - more games on request
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

DESCRIPTION

DiRT 2 COLIN MCRAE

DiRT 2 is set to take off-road racing games to a new level, with new race
types, big event atmosphere, speed machines. Drive worldwide of the
best places. Knockout competitions with Crossover are guaranteed to
get the adrenalin pumping.

motor racing
off road simulation

DiRT 3 COLIN MCRAE
motor racing
off road simulation

RACE DRIVER GRID
motor racing simulation

Publisher: Codemasters

motor racing classic simulation

-

update for OCULUS RIFT coming soon

DiRT 3 is set to be the most diverse and exhilarating off road racing
experience ever with sensational gravel, mud and dirt events. Race in
challenging, drifting and with all 12.4 miles of the world famaous Pikes
Peak international.
Publisher: Codemasters

-

update for OCULUS RIFT coming soon

Drive with powerful race cars, current and classic, circuit and drift,
every moment from the adrenalin rush at the start lights to the elation at
the chequered flag. GRID is all about the race.
Publisher: Codemasters

F1 2010

PRICE PER UNIT

-

update for OCULUS RIFT coming soon

F1 2010 includes all of the official teams, drivers and circuits from the
2010 season, new teams and brand new circuits. In F1 2010 gamers will
take on the full, expanded grid in a variety of game modes including
Grand Prix, Championship, Time Trial and an extensive, innovative
Career mode, also features a highly advanced damage model, fully
dynamic weather system and extensive competitive multiplayer options.
All cars, all stars, detailed laps, network racing or online. Be the driver,
live the live.
Publisher: Codemasters
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SIMULATOR - Software in 2D - more games on request
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

DESCRIPTION

SPACE SIMULATION
- Moon Patrol

Space Simulation - Moon Patrol
Version 1 - pick up the flying customer logo in the orbit (90sec)
Version 2 - pick up the flying customer logo and clear the way,
destroy the comets and the space ships
first person shooter (90sec)

real fantasy simulation
casual game

PRICE PER UNIT

Publisher: VR PROJECT

NO LIMITS
roller coaster simulation

There are over 40 different rides and coasters to thrill you, even a ride
on a motorcycle. You pull down the safety bar and slowly the simulation
begins until the motors scream and off you go.
Publisher: MAD DATA

X-PLANE 10
flight simulation

X-Plane - Ultra-Realistic Flight Simulation
The world’s most advanced flight simulator for Gliders, Cessna, Boeing,
Jet Fighter, Helicopter, and many more
Publisher: Laminar Research

MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIM X
flight simulation

IL2 STURMOVIK - 1946
flight simulation

-

update for OCULUS RIFT coming soon

Microsoft Flight Simulator X - flight simulation for Gliders, Cessna,
Boeing, Jet Fighter, Helicopter, and many more
Publisher: Microsoft Games

You take off and land from aircraft carriers and land-based airstrips.
Suitable for players at all levels of experience. Players can adjust the
levels of realism and difficulty according to their own wishes.
Publisher: Ubisoft
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SIMULATOR - Software in 3D - In Touch With The Future - more games on request
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

DESCRIPTION

SPACE SIMULATION
- Moon Patrol

Space Simulation - Moon Patrol
Version 1 - pick up the flying customer logo in the orbit (90sec)
Version 2 - pick up the flying customer logo and clear the way,
destroy the comets and the space ships
first person shooter (90sec)

real fantasy simulation
casual game

Publisher: VR PROJECT
Included 3D license and driver

MARS FLIGHT
Motion ride

Motion Ride - Mars Flight (Spaceflight)
Space Simulation over 3 minutes from the Earth to the Mars with sound
effects, Space expedition, first person view (180sec)
Publisher: VR PROJECT
Included 3D license and driver

NO LIMITS
roller coaster simulation

There are over 40 different rides and coasters to thrill you, even a ride
on a motorcycle. You pull down the safety bar and slowly the simulation
begins until the motors scream and off you go.
Publisher: MAD DATA
Included 3D license and driver

GTR 2
motor racing simulation

Superlative drive characteristics distinguish GTR 2, which is the official
simulation of the FIA GT racing series.
Publisher: SimBin
Included 3D license and driver

PRICE PER UNIT
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SOFTWARE - Service & Support
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

DESCRIPTION

SDK Software Development Kit

Development environment with licence key

with player to make motion
rides yourself

Publisher: VR PROJECT
Included license and driver

Software Programming/
Real Fantasy Simulation/
Casual Games

Visit your building and area in 2D or 3D
Virtual reality flights and/or presentation, etc.

Cinemizer®
2D & 3D Games
incl. Head tracker

Oculus Rift®
Virtual Reality Headset
incl. Head tracker

Publisher: VR PROJECT
Included license and driver

The new 3D Virtual Reality video glasses
fitted for our simulation games in 2D or 3D
Simulation available: X-Plane V10.2 (2D/2013)
Publisher: ZEISS
Included head tracking, license and driver

Oculus Rift is a new virtual reality (VR) headset designed specifically for
video games that will change the way you think about gaming forever.
With an incredibly wide field of view, high resolution display, and ultralow latency head tracking, the Rift provides a truly immersive
experience that allows you to step inside your favorite game and
explore new worlds like never before.
Publisher: Facebook - OCULUS RIFT coming soon
Included head tracking, license and driver

Programming according to
customer wishes is possible

Various sceneries (in 2D or 3D); integration of customer simulation
software with geometry-data; underwater voyage - steer a submarine
through the coral reef; helicopter flight over your own city; experience
flights over vacation regions; motion rides; fantasy and virtual reality
rides; sales and product presentations; reconnaissance flights; fantasy
and real simulation, casual games; event courses; single - multiplayer
modes; network gaming; Internet gaming
Publisher: VR PROJECT
Included license and driver

PRICE PER UNIT
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SIMULATOR - Shipment - Boxing
MODUL & TYPE No.

VERSION

DESCRIPTION

TRANSPORT BOX

Simulator transport box standard
(basic material / density 11mm/OSB)
(LxWxH) approx. 170x130x160cm
Weight 60kg / incl. simulator 190kg

One way type 1
for Simulator

TRANSPORT BOX
One way type 2
for Simulator

TRANSPORT BOX
Multi way type 3
for Simulator

TRANSPORT BOX
One way type 1
for Projector stand

TRANSPORT BOX
One way type 2
for Projector stand

TRANSPORT BOX
Multi way type 3
for Projector stand

TRANSPORT BOXES

Simulator transport box standard
(solid material / density 18mm/OSB)
(LxWxH) approx. 170x130x160cm
Weight 80kg / incl. simulator 210kg
Simulator transport box multi way with loading ramp
(material density 18mm/class UTIPIN)
(LxWxH) approx. 170x130x160cm with loading-ramp,
Weight 100kg / incl. simulator 230kg
Projector stand transport box standard
(basic material / density 11mm/OSB)
(LxWxH) approx. 215x75x70cm
Weight 30kg / incl. beamer stands 65kg
Projector stand transport box standard
(solid material / density 18mm/OSB)
(LxWxH) approx. 215x75x70cm
Weight 38kg / incl. simulator 75kg
Projector stand transport box multi way with loading ramp
(material density 18mm/class UTIPIN)
(LxWxH) approx. 215x75x70cm with loading-ramp,
Weight 45kg / incl. simulator 80kg

For all products on request

Delivery time approx. 8-10 weeks
All prices are in EURO, and net of additional VAT, DO NOT include packaging and shipping
The payment of the total amount follows firm order placement
Thank you and please feel free to contact VR PROJECT with any questions or concerns

Go for the new generation entertainment
with attractive profits!

PRICE PER UNIT

